Abstract. Some general properties of strongly asymmetric sequences generated by m ä 1 elements (m-SAS) are given. Computational experience with two algorithms-for listing of all 4-SASs of a given length n and for generating the smallest 4-SAS of length zz = 1,2, • ■ • -supports the conjecture that there exists an infinite 4-SAS. The smallest 4-SAS of length 592 is presented.
Let us put is zzz-SAS if for an arbitrary positive integer zz the sequence (2) is zzz-SAS. P. Erdös [1] posed the problem of finding an infinite SAS using the minimal number of symbols. A. A. Evdokimov [2] constructed an infinite zzz-SAS for zzz = 25 and expressed the opinion that the number zzz might be reduced. It is easy to establish that there is no infinite zzz-SAS for zzz ^ 3 [2] . Therefore, I investigated the case zzz = 4. It appears that the technique used in [2] is not applicable to this case. In this paper some general properties of zzz-SASs are given and computational experience with 4-SASs is collected. The smallest 4-SAS of length 592 is presented. 
is zzz-SAS, too. (10) is called aW to (2) and vice versa. All zn-SASs of a given length zz form a finite chain in the lexicographical ordering. If (2) is the smallest zzz-SAS of length zz then its dual zzz-SAS is the greatest one (of the same length).
Obviously, there is an zzz-SAS of length n if and only if there is the smallest zzz-SAS of length zz. The minimal property of (16) causes again that in (18) the equal sign holds. Thus (15) is the smallest (zzz + 2)-SAS. 2.1. We recall that the set of all 4-SASs of a given length zz is ordered lexicographically (1.1). A 4-SAS of length zz (2) (a,, 02, • • ■ , a") may be seen as an (zz-positional) integer written in the number system with the radix 4. Therefore, we can also handle (2) as a number and add to it another number (in the number system with the radix 4). This feature is used in the following algorithms both for finding all 4-SASs of length zz in their ascendent order and for generating the smallest 4-SAS (2.2).
The first algorithm runs as follows:
2.1. The following tables show some of the results. Table 1 contains the first 25 smallest 4-SASs of lengths 14, 15, 16. Table 2 shows the numbers S4 and the ratio of two consecutive S4, S*+1. For comparison, similar data for zzz = 3 are added. For zz < 14, every 4-SAS has at least one prolongation, but for zz ^ 14, there are some 4-SAS without any prolongation (denoted by * in Table 1 In other words, if (a,, • • • , a,) is the smallest 4-SAS of length zz, we will try to prolong it successively by adjoining to the end 0, 1, 2, 3. The first prolongation Table 2 s4+1/s4n s3+js3. Table 3   01020103010210131012132021013010203020120231012023  20212303230102030201213010203013032131012101301020  10302303101201032021202320130201312130313212023020  13230313032010203021013121020301323013121012132010  20302102321201303230131210121320132302010231232023  21201213010201030212302101310121321202123130102010  30213230213013120312320231210121310232131013121030  10231323023101312320210130102101303202123032301020  13121303132021231303132302321201032313201213121013  01021230123130312320231210203013123130323031012320  30102010310121310302012312102032021020313032021303  132101213120103010203213230121013021231210 (if any) is the smallest 4-SAS of the length n + 1. If there is no prolongation of (au • • • , an) then we take instead of it the following greater 4-SAS of length zz (with regard to the lexicographical order-cf. 2.1) and proceed in a similar way. The procedure stops if no 4-SAS of length zz has any prolongation.
Some of the results obtained by using this algorithm follow.
The longest 4-SAS I found is the following smallest 4-SAS of length 592:
The preceding 4-SAS was not found at once and Table 4 shows the necessary computing time for generating the smallest 4-SASs for different lengths zz:
We can see that for increasing zz, the indicated computing time increases very rapidly. This increase is partially due to the increase in length, but mostly it is caused by the fact that we do not have available for a given zz all lexicographically ordered 4-SASs of length zz. If a 4-SAS has no prolongation then we have to determine the next greater 4-SAS of the same length and try to prolong that one. This procedure is very costly with regard to time. Table 5 lists the lengths zz < 592 having the prop- erty that the smallest 4-SAS of length zz has no prolongation. The number i in parentheses shows that i smallest 4-SASs of length zz (with regard to the lexicographical order) have no prolongation. The most unfavorable case occurs for zz = 331 when 6 smallest 4-SASs have no prolongation. But the most frequent case is that only one smallest 4-SAS has no prolongation.
Frequency of symbols in the smallest 4-SAS of length 592 and several consecutive segments is given in Table 6 . We can see from the second column that the frequency of an arbitrary symbol from E4 in a 4-SAS (or its segment) of length 100 varies between 17 and 35. Table 2 we can see that the number of 4-SASs of length zz grows quickly for small zz and will probably continue. In spite of the fact that the time for generating the smallest 4-SAS increases for greater n (Table 4) the prolongation is not more difficult in essence (Tables 5, 6 ). That leads to the following conjecture:
The algorithm 2.2 will never stop, i.e. for any zz = 1, 2, • • • there exists a 4-SAS.
